USED OIL DRAIN WITHOUT BLOWBACK SAFETY FEATURE
P/N

24176

USED OIL

Now you can avoid spills and eliminate the mess associated
with collecting used oil and similar fluids. This used oil drain
offers a handy and practical method for draining motor oil, gear
oil, differential oil, transmission fluid and coolants from vehicles
located on lifts or pits. With this drain you have a closed loop
system for moving used oil and other engine fluids from the
vehicle to a recycling center.
This used oil drain helps comply with today’s exacting
environmental guidelines, minimizing the risk of hazardous
materials coming in contact with personnel or the environment.
The used fluid simply gravity drains into the large 29” diameter,
3½ gallon drain pan, which then drains into the 21 gallon holding
tank. Approximately 7 to 10 PSI of shop air is used to quickly
and easily evacuate the fluid from the tank, a safety relief valve
prevents over-pressurization. Alternatively, a dry break disconnect
kit is available if evacuation via a double diaphragm pump
is preferred.

USED OIL DRAIN WITHOUT BLOWBACK SAFETY FEATURE

Close-up of
extension bowl
mounting.

This drain is simple to use and comes complete with a fluid level
sight gauge, removable fluid extension kit with grate to allow
drainage of filters, tool tray, pressure gauge, ball bearing
wheels for ease of movement and handle to allow convenient
raising and lowering of the drain pan. The swivel mounted drain
pan allows the technician to position the drain bowl to align with
the flow of used oil without having to move the entire drain.
This used oil drain is
Specifications
fast, efficient, easy to
Model Number
24176
use and extremely
portable, simply roll it to Tank Capacity
21 Gallons
the desired location. The Collection Bowl Capacity 5 Gallons
drain is a major
Min. Working Height
50.4”
component in the
recovery, containment
Max. Working Height
76.4”
and recycling of used oil Discharge Hose Length
6.5’
and other engine fluids.
Relief Valve pop-off Pressure 14 PSI
Shipping Weight
69 lb
Collection bowl extension
and grate allows draining
of filters and provides wider
collection area coverage.

Warning: Do Not Use This Drain
for Diesel Fuel, Gasoline or other
flammable Fluids.

Discharge spout has
removable plug to
prevent dripping.

1/4” NPTF Air Connection port.
Tray conveniently stores
tools and drain plugs.

Easy to read gauge
shows tank level in
liters and gallons
and clearly indicates
maximum permissible
oil level.
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Safety relief valve
set at 14 psi.

Casters are on the same
side as the handle for
easy maneuvering

P/N
Optional Dry Break Quick Disconnect kit
for to allow use with double diaphragm
pumps. 1/2” NPTF fitting on female
coupler for connection
to hose. 1/2” NPTM
fitting on male coupler
for connection to tank.

Wheels use ball
bearings for ease
of movement.
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